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Tree/Shrub Structures and Fire 
 

Visible Tree/Shrub Structures 
bark:  the outside covering of a tree or shrub’s stems and 

branches; Thick bark on tree trunks can protect them 
from surface fire. 

branch:  limb of a tree or shrub that grows out from the trunk 
and holds leaves up in the light. Some trees drop their 
low branches as they age, which helps keep surface 
fires on the forest floor, so the tree can avoid crown 
fire. 

bud:  the cells that will grow next year’s leaves and branches. 
Located at the tips of branches in trees and shrubs, as 
well as a tree’s top. Similar cells occur at the tips of 
roots. 

cone:  the structure in which a conifer stores its seeds. If 
cones are sealed tight with resin, the seeds inside may 
survive crown fire and be released soon afterward. 

crown:  the top of a tree, which holds most of its leaves, or the 
part of a shrub above the ground.  

leaf:  the part of a plant that is usually green which uses 
sunlight, water, and carbon dioxide to make “food” for 
the plant. Leaves of many plant species are also an 
important food source for many animals. 

seed wing:  part of a conifer seed that helps it float away from the 
parent tree when it falls 

snag:  a dead standing tree, often with a broken top; provides 
good habitat for wildlife, but also good fuel for fires 

root:  the part of a plant that collects water and minerals 
from the soil—and keeps it firmly planted in the soil. If 
the roots are buried deep in mineral soil, they may be 
able to survive a ground fire. 

seed:  a very tiny, living plant—just waiting to grow—plus a 
package of nutrients and a protective covering. If seeds 
are sealed tight inside a cone, they may survive crown 
fire. If they’re embedded in moist duff, they may 
survive surface fire. If they’re buried in mineral soil, 
they may survive ground fire. 

trunk:  the central stem of a tree; The faster the trunk grows, 
the sooner its crown will be out of reach from surface 
fires. 
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Hidden Structures 
cambium:  layer of living cells inside a tree or shrub that 

produces the xylem and phloem layers 

heartwood: inner wood of trees and shrubs which gives strength and  
resists decay. It is often darker than the outer sapwood. 

phloem:  layer of living cells under a tree or shrub’s bark  
that moves nutrients from one place to another,  
especially from leaves to other parts of the plant 

xylem (sapwood): 
layer of hollow wood cells inside the cambium that 
pumps water from roots to leaves 

Forest + Shrubland Environments 
biological soil crust:  

living surface of the ground in dry environments such as sagebrush 
ecosystems made up of organisms such as fungi, lichens, and algae; 
important for controlling erosion and preventing invasive grass species 

duff:  the layer of soil that is made up of decomposing plant and animal 
matter. Duff is below litter and above mineral soil. Deep duff can 
protect a tree or shrub’s cambium and roots from fire until it dries out. 

litter:  the layer of dead leaves and other plant matter, not yet decayed, on the 
soil’s surface, above the ground 

mineral soil:  soil that has no plant or animal matter, so it cannot burn. It can help 
roots and burrowing animals survive fire. 

organic matter: material such as plant leaves or animal waste that was recently part 
of a living thing; Many organisms such as worms and bacteria can eat 
it, helping it decompose. 

Types of Fire – and Adaptations to Survive It 
crown fire:  fire that spreads through the crowns of trees and shrubs. Crown fires are 

usually ignited from surface fires. They are common in conifer forests 
and some shrublands. 

surface fire:  a fire that burns the litter, grasses, shrubs, and wildflowers on the forest 
floor, but does not burn the crowns of trees or the duff layer. 

ground fire: a fire that burns the organic material along the ground, including the 
litter and duff layer of the soil. Ground fires usually burn slowly, with 
lots of smoldering instead of long flames. They can produce intense heat, 
which can kill roots.  

resprouting: an adaptation of some plants which lets them regrow from the top of 
their roots when the part above ground is killed (usually by fire) 

seed dormancy:  seeds of some plants can remain dormant (alive but not 
germinating) for long periods of time until the seed coat is damaged, 
causing them to germinate (start to grow) 
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Name: ___________________________  Period: _______  Date: ______________________  

 

Tree/Shrub Structures and Fire Presentation Rubric 
 

 
Name of Term/Concept: __________________________________________ 
 

Presentation Component 
Maximum 

Points 
Possible 

Self-Score 
(fill out before 
presentation) 

Teacher 
Score 

Part 1: Content / Visual(s) 

Important, accurate information explained, including: 
• Adaptations which help it survive fire (if 

applicable) 
• Interactions with other tree/shrub structures 

and/or the environment 

10   

Accurate visual(s) clearly explain concept 10   

Part 2: Delivery / Audience Engagement 

Speech delivered clearly at appropriate volume and 
speed (not too fast, slow, loud, or soft) 

5   

Speed, volume, and voice inflection are varied to engage 
audience and emphasize key points 

5   

Speaker connects with audience through eye contact and 
does not spend too much time looking at notes or screen 

5   

Speaker demonstrates enthusiasm for topic throughout 
presentation; audience is persuaded by speaker 

5   

Part 3: Writing / Conventions 

Written summary, outline, or note cards complete and 
accurate 

10   

Grammatical / spelling conventions followed in written 
summary and any text used in presentation 

10   

TOTAL: 60   

 
Teacher Comments:  
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Example of a Simple 
Labeled Diagram 

Traits for surviving fire and/or thriving after it:  

• ground fire: seeds or roots in mineral soil 

• surface fire: thick bark; seeds in duff or mineral soil 

• crown fire: seeds in closed cones, duff, or mineral soil; ability to sprout; loses low branches 
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